
Due to a combination of Covid-missed skin checks and an increase in outdoor activities, more melanoma and skin cancer diagnoses are 

inevitable, making prevention more important than ever. Overexposure to the sun’s ultraviolet (UV) radiation and indoor tanning devices 

are the primary causes of most skin cancers. Mollie’s Fund believes education is our most important tool in skin cancer prevention. 

Because the public seeks and receives cancer information from mass media, Mollie’s Fund has found a sweet spot in public advertising. 

Beginning in 2012, we educated millions of New Yorkers with Taxi TV, which expanded to other major American cities. Partnering with 

the creative team at advertising company’s Area 23, we created innovative and edgy campaigns. Since June, Our PSA’s have aired 

on national TV networks, with Award-winning (MM&M, Best in Show) “Mr. Sun” shown 2,500 times in New York, Houston, Chicago, 

Seattle, Memphis, Dallas, and Tallahassee. This heart-breaking video shows the devastating consequences of a young girl’s sunburns. 

Channel 12 is the largest and most watched regional news in the country, capturing 3 million households, so we were delighted when 

Cara Biggane was selected for their July “Making a Difference” broadcast. During her interview with news anchor Elizabeth Hashagen, 

Cara described our current programs and emphasized the necessity of sun safety. Shifting to the skies-it’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a 

shark? Millions of beachgoers on Coney Island, the Rockaways, Jones Beach and Montauk saw our aerial campaign flying just 500’ 

above the shore. Our 30’ x 70’ aerial billboard featuring a gigantic shark warned the public “Odds of a shark attack 1 in 5,000,000, 

Odds of developing skin cancer 1 in 5.  

With the support and encouragement of the FDNY, we are drawing upon that partnership to scale up to other firefighter training centers. 

Firefighters in New Jersey, Connecticut and Fort Worth are now being educated about the necessity of skin cancer prevention. Our 

program includes the educational learning module developed by NYU dermatologist, Elizabeth Hale, MD, customized posters and 

sunscreen dispensers to ensure that sun safety is always top of mind for this vulnerable population. We look forward to rolling out this 

turnkey program to other firefighter training facilities during the coming year. 

We celebrated May as national Melanoma and Skin Cancer Awareness month with a gathering of supporters at our first “Shady 

Shakedown”. Country music and a casual BBQ were enjoyed as news anchor Elizabeth Hashagen spoke of her own skin cancer 

journey. “People can’t care about what they don’t know about,” she stressed. Kavita Mariwalla, M.D., sent an inspiring video reminding 

guests of the importance of skin checks. 

2022 has been an exceptional year for Mollie’s Fund. We are educating millions thanks to ongoing contributions and support. Thank 

you to all our volunteers, board members and friends in the melanoma community for their encouragement and collaboration. A special 

thank you to Victoria Siegel, RN, EdD, for her commitment and willingness to explore new projects. And, thank YOU for your belief that, 

in Mollie’s name, we are making a difference in the war against melanoma!  
— Jack, Maggie, Julie, Cara, Johnny and Mary

Letter from the Biggane Family 

Mollie’s Story  
As a sophomore in college, Mollie discovered a mole on her thigh. In the following six months she underwent 
surgery, chemotherapy and radiation. The Mollie Biggane Melanoma Foundation was created in her memory.  
Our mission is to increase awareness for melanoma prevention, provide information and services on skin  
cancer detection, and support melanoma patients through education of the latest treatments.
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Emulating the success of the FDNY’s (the largest 
metropolitan firefighter community in the United 

States) partnership with the Mollie Biggane 
Melanoma Foundation, the firefighter train-

ing programs in Connecticut, 
New Jersey and Fort Worth 
teamed up with Mollie’s Fund to 
promote skin cancer prevention.  

According to the CDC National 
Institute for Occupational Health 
and Safety (NIOSH), first respon-
ders have a greater risk of 
developing skin cancer than  
the general population. Studies 
have revealed an increased  
risk for multiple cancers and,  
in a study published in JAMA 

Dermatology, firefighters are also diagnosed with melanoma at younger ages – an 
average of 42.  

Working together, Mollie’s Fund and the training centers created specific posters that were earmarked for fire stations throughout 
Connecticut and New Jersey and, in Fort Worth they were distributed to fire stations throughout that city. “In the fire service, we begin 

our lives at the Fire Academy. There is no better place to bring skin cancer 
awareness to firefighters,” Lt. Troy Clark, FWFD, enthused. Facilitated by Dr. 
Elizabeth Hale, MD, Associate Professor of Dermatology at NYU, Mollie’s Fund 
created a skin cancer education module that has been incorporated in the 
trainees’ classroom curricu-
lum and is available on their 
individual websites for their 
member firefighters. The 
foundation also donated 
sunscreen dispensers which 

are placed in strategic locations throughout the training facilities so that firefighters, 
trainees and instructors have easy access to sunscreen.  

News of the partnership with the Connecticut Fire Academy, was the focus of Director 
Paul Norwood’s interview on May 23rd with Channel 8’s News anchor, where he 
detailed the program for the popular TV station listeners, educating them about the 
importance of skin cancer prevention within the firefighter community. R

it’s not too late to prevent skin cancer: 

R Change into clean station wear 

clothing after fire exposure to prevent 

synergistic effect of what is burning 

in today’s fires and dermal exposure 

R Apply and reapply SPF 30+ sunscreen 

regularly (even in cloudy weather) 

R Stay away from tanning beds 

R Wear sunglasses and  

sun protective clothing 

R Where possible, limit time  

in mid-day sun 

R Examine your skin monthly for 

changing moles or a new skin lesion 

and if something is suspicious,  

follow up with a dermatologist 

R Get an annual full body check 

M o l l i e s F u n D . o r g

1 in 5 non-firefighters will develop  

some form of skin cancer. 

Every hour 1 person dies of melanoma. 

Firefighters have a  

30-60% Higher Risk 

 of Developing Melanoma 
than non-firefighters.  

Skin Cancer is preventable, and 

melanoma, if caught early, can be cured!

YOU PROTECT OTHERS. 
PROTECT YOURSELF.
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In Texas, 1 in 3 non-firefighters will develop  

some form of skin cancer. Texas ranks 3rd  

in the nation for malignant melanoma. 

Every hour 1 person dies of melanoma. 

Firefighters have a  

30-60% Higher Risk 

 of Developing Melanoma 
than non-firefighters.  

Skin Cancer is preventable, and 

melanoma, if caught early, can be cured!

YOU PROTECT OTHERS. 
PROTECT YOURSELF.

© Glen E. Ellman/FWFD

Mollie’s Fund Expands 
Skin Cancer Prevention 

Partnerships to Firefighters  
in Connecticut, New Jersey  

and Fort Worth

M O L L I E S F U N D . O R G
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Mollie’s Fund Joins Global Melanoma Coalition 
The Global Melanoma Coalition works to bring together the leading melanoma organizations, government institutions and pharmaceutical 

companies throughout the world to provide patients with the latest information on treatment, access 
and prevention strategies. Since its founding in 2014, the group has grown to include 43 organiza-
tions from 28 different countries and is enthusiastically supported by not only its partners around the 
world, but also the global patient, healthcare 

and pharmaceutical communities. Mollie’s Fund looks forward to participating in 
this association of dedicated professionals to curb the spread of melanoma.  

Maggie Biggane and Advisory Board Member Victoria Siegel continue to network 
with experts in skin cancer prevention, advocating at the Skin Cancer Prevention Committee on the state level and with members of 
the Melanoma Research Alliance and Melanoma Action Coalition for national awareness. R

Mollie’s Fund Partners with  
Stony Brook University Cancer Center 

The Stony Brook University Cancer Center has been awarded a Cancer Prevention in action 
(CPiA) grant from NY State to help promote sun safety measures in an effort to prevent skin 
cancer on Long Island. Stony Brook is the first and only institution on Long Island to receive 
this competitive award. Mollie’s Fund is pleased to partner and collaborate with the Cancer 
Center in educating the Long Island community about skin cancer prevention. Our Spanish  
educational materials will be used as part of their Hispanic outreach series and we look forward 
to pooling our resources as we continue to develop skin cancer prevention initiatives for our 
fellow Long Islanders. R

Skin cancer prevention begins with protection from the 
powerful UV rays that can ultimately lead to a skin cancer 
diagnosis. This summer two new locations – McCabe’s 
Beach and the Peconic Pickle Ball Courts – received donated 
dispensers from Mollie’s Fund, bringing the total collection 
to 10. “Residents and visitors frequent Long Island Sound 
and Peconic Bay beaches and enjoy parks and recreation 

areas so the need for sun protection is apparent. We appreciate the generosity 
of Mollie’s Fund to keep our community sun-safe,” said Tom Abrams, 
Department of Public Works. R 

Mollie’s Fund Provides  
Sunscreen Dispensers to  

Town of Southold Residents 
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Mollie’s Fund believes public service announcements are a powerful tool for raising awareness 
about skin cancer. Mr. sun, solar distancing and snap captured summer audiences in New 

York, Chicago, San Francisco, Mobile, Pensacola, Spokane and 
Fort Wayne. These videos aired 506 times reminding viewers of the 

necessity of skin cancer prevention. 
scan this code to see these (and more) informative videos. 

Radio listeners on WCBs 880 and 1010 

WIns were targeted with our summer ads encouraging 
safe sun habits. And, during his May interview on 

Channel 8, PJ norwood, the director of the Connecticut Fire academy, explained how 7,000 firefighters  
per year were learning about skin cancer and how to reduce their risk because of the Academy’s partnership 
with Mollie’s Fund. 

Social media has opened the door to an even larger and more diverse audience. We are engaged with the 
international community with followers in the UK, Australia, Mexico and Canada. Mollie’s Fund has 1.4 thousand 
members on our Facebook group Page and we continue to grow more followers on all our social media platforms: twitter, Instagram 
and Youtube. We share news about our events, provide sun safety tips and let people know what’s happening in the world of skin 
cancer prevention.

Flying just 500 feet above New York and 
New Jersey beaches, a 30’ x 70’ aerial  
billboard warned August summer bathers, 
‘odds of a shark attack, 1 in 5,000,000, 

odds of developing skin cancer 1 in 5.’  

“Summer shark activity in Northeast waters 
has been catching a lot of attention but the 
probability of getting bitten by a shark is 
very small compared to the reality of devel-
oping skin cancer,” warned Jack Biggane. 
More than 3 million residents see this critical 
statistic as they spend time at area beaches.

Connect with Us 
stay up-to-date with Mollie’s Fund by connecting with us on social media. see what we’re up to, get the latest melanoma 
news, and participate in our virtual skin cancer challenges. 

Spread awareness! You can help us continue to promote melanoma awareness by sharing your #sunsafe photos with 
us and tagging @molliesfund

MR. SUN

Beachgoers are targeted for  
Skin Cancer Prevention with 

Aerial Campaign 
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TV Channel 12  
Hosts Mollie’s Fund 

The “Making a difference” series highlights organizations and individuals 
that influence their fellow citizens in a very positive, impactful way. Mollie’s 
Fund was selected for the July 29th broadcast at the Garden City Pool. 
Cara Biggane described the programs that the foundation sponsors for 
award-winning news anchor Elizabeth Hashagen. Channel 12 is 
the largest and most-watched regional news in the country, with 
programming that reaches more than 3 million households. R
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Acral Lentiginous Melanoma 
Acral Lentiginous Melanoma (ALM) occurs in minimally sun-exposed areas such as – hands, feet and skin under 
the nails. It can appear in all skin types but is more common in people with darker skin and Asian people. 
Death rates are higher than other forms of melanoma. This may be because ALM is often misdiagnosed  
or can go unnoticed.  

Renee McCutchan lost her battle with ALM last year. She 
made a tremendous impact on the swimming community in 
Morgantown, West Virginia for over 30 years. Renee was a 
fierce competitor representing the West Virginia University 
program and was a popular coach and longtime swim 
instructor, with a loving following. In her memory and to 
promote the need for early detection, her family organ-
ized a three day swim meet at the Morgantown Aquatic Center. 
Hands and feet prints and a brochure created by Mollie’s Fund 
were distributed to remind the swimmers of the importance of 

early diagnosis. Proceeds from the event were donated to Mollie’s Fund. R

On Thursday, May 19th, the Mollie Biggane Melanoma Foundation invited friends and 
supporters to join them for a “Shady Shakedown” at the Garden City Country Club. 
Kicking off Melanoma Awareness Month, cowboys and cowgirls were able to enjoy real 

home-style ribs from “Buddy’s Bar-B-Q” and lively country music 
from “Unwind.” GCHS Students Katie Sarkis and Naia Sampieri were very 
helpful volunteering their skills at the 50/50. 

Cara Biggane introduced Elizabeth Hashagen, who is a well known Channel 12 
morning news anchor and winner of 13 Emmy awards. She generously 
shared her personal story of skin cancer, reminding the audience of 

how lucky she was to discover a spot that just didn’t go away. By sharing her 
story with her TV audience, Elizabeth was able to encourage countless others to follow-
up and get to the dermatologist for that critical skin check. 

Through video, Dr. Kavita Mariwalla, dermatologist and Mohs Surgeon, delivered an  
inspiring talk. She stressed how melanoma still can rob young 
people of life. She told the story of 36 year-old Bob Marley, legendary reggae 
singer, Bryan Bonin, 33 year-old Commack High School winning coach, and  
20 year-old college sophomore Mollie Biggane who all lost their battles with the 
disease. Dr. Kavita paid tribute to the Biggane Family for their 20 plus years of 
working to educate the public that skin cancer prevention and early detection can save lives. R
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Board of Directors 
Jack Biggane 

Maggie Biggane 
Phil Glennon, JD 

Debi Hussey 
George Pappas 
Al Vanasco, CPA 

Dave Westermann, Esq. 
advisory Board 

Elizabeth K. Hale, MD 
Kavita Mariwalla, MD 

 Anna Pavlick, DO, MBA 
Victoria Siegel, RN, EdD 
Jedd Wolchok, MD, PhD

Mollie Biggane 
Melanoma 
Foundation

Expenses 2021

Revenue 2021

General Administration 
13%

Program Services 
87%

Contributions 
100%

Other/Misc 0%

NCheng LLP 
   Accountants and advisors

Your Comments

Start at smile.amazon.com. Select Mollie Biggane Melanoma Foundation Inc.  
Amazon will donate 0.5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases. 

Please share AmazonSmile with your friends.

Skin Cancer Prevention 
Education Matters… 

“I just wanted to reach out and thank you. I attended Garden City 

Public Schools, graduating GCHS in 2010, and while I was in 

Middle School, you put on a presentation. Without realizing it,  

it always stuck with me. I have very fair skin, so I never tanned, 

always wore sunscreen, and kept an eye on my skin. About 5 

months ago, I noticed a 1.5 mm mole appear very suddenly, right in front of my left ear. It 

wasn’t big, but it was darker than my other freckles, was changing quickly, and was irregular 

in shape. I got in touch with my doctor, who referred me to a dermatologist, and to everyone’s 

surprise, after a prudent shave biopsy, it was stage 1A superficial spreading malignant 

melanoma. Within 2 weeks, a plastic surgeon had removed it, and the margins came back 

clear on pathology. I am overwhelmed with gratitude for so many things following this expe-

rience, and having seen your presentation is a huge part of it. Your work matters, it makes 

a real difference, and it saved my life. Thank you.” —Kate Odell, May 31, 2022

“I am proud that we have the opportunity to partner with Mollie’s Fund and am very 
thankful for the important service they provide to the community. For helping protect 
the health of our residents, through a project like this, we should all share our deep 
gratitude for their generosity and their caring.”  
—Scott A. Russel, Supervisor, Town of Southold 

“Thank you for your donation of individual sunscreens for our Golf Outing and the large 
jug of sunscreen that will serve to help our population of children and adults with 
disabilities and war veterans and the economically compromised. These are essential 
and helpful additions to our program. We sincerely appreciate your generosity.”  
—Lisa A. Gatti, Founder and CEO Pal-O-Mine Equestrian 

“We appreciate the impactful work of Mollie’s Fund to help our firefighters to be safe 
from skin cancer.” —Keith Argenbright, MD, UT Southwestern Medical Center 

“It was great working with you this year. Mollie’s Fund is certainly a special foundation, 
and your generosity has not gone unnoticed. ..Everyone has been impressed and 
appreciative. Thank you for working so closely with the schools. Your message is 
important, and the students are lucky they have access to this information via the 
Biggane family.” —Amy McDonough, Health and Safety Garden City PTA  

“Stony Brook Eastern Long Island Hospital is so fortunate to partner with Mollie’s Fund. 
Each year they provide us with brochures, sun screen and hats for our annual Golf 
Classic. Their mission coupled with our hospital care is helping spread melanoma 
awareness on the North Fork and Shelter Island.”  
—Linda S. Sweeney, Vice President Foundation/External Affairs 

“Through their public service announcements and screenings, not only does Mollie’s Fund 
touch the public but they touch nurses and doctors as well. I’m one of those doctors. 
—Kavita Mariwalla, MD 
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Remember to give your Champion Number at the time of each purchase! 

YOU’RE A 
CHAMPION!

25% of your full-price,
pre-tax purchases  
will be donated  
to the charity(s)  
of your choice. 

REGISTER
Visit 

championsforcharity.org 
to register for your  

complimentary  
Champion Number 

and select  
Mollie's Fund.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1 – SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3

HOLIDAY SHOPPING BENEFIT
Help support  by doing your holiday shopping at  

participating Americana Manhasset and select  stores on  
Thursday, December 1  Saturday, December 3 during shopping center hours.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:

SHOP 
DECEMBER 1-3

Visit 
Americana Manhasset 

or Wheatley Plaza  
for your holiday shopping.

Store appointments 
encouraged!

Mollie Biggane  
Melanoma Foundation 

168 Euston Road  
Garden City, New York 11530
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